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â€œGaming the LIBORâ€”that is, fixing the price of moneyâ€”had become just that: a game. Playing

it was the price of admission to a club of men who socialized together, skied in Europe courtesy of

brokers and expense accounts, and reaped million-dollar bonuses.â€•In the midst of the financial

crisis of 2008, rumors swirled that a sinister scandal was brewing deep in the heart of London.

Some suspected that behind closed doors, a group of chummy young bankers had been cheating

the system through interest rate machinations. But with most eyes focused on the crisis rippling

through Wall Street and the rest of the world, the story remained an â€œopen secretâ€• among

competitors.Soon enough, the scandal became public and dozens of bankers and their bosses were

caught red-handed. Several major banks and hedge funds were manipulating and misreporting their

daily submission of the London Interbank Offered Rate, better known as the LIBOR. As the main

interest rate that pulses through the banking community, the LIBOR was supposed to represent the

average rate banks charge each other for loans, effectively setting short-term interest rates around

the world for trillions of dollars in financial contracts.But the LIBOR wasnâ€™t an average; it was a

combination of guesswork and outright lies told by scheming bankers who didnâ€™t want to signal

to the rest of the market that they were in trouble. The manipulation of the â€œworldâ€™s most

important numberâ€• was even greater than many realized. The bankers kept things looking good for

themselves and their pals while the financial crisis raged on.Now Erin Arvedlund, the bestselling

author of Too Good to Be True, reveals how this global network created and perpetuated a

multiyear scam against the financial system. She uncovers how the corrupt practice of altering the

key interest rate occurred through an unregulated and informal honor system, in which young

masters of the universe played fast and loose, while their more seasoned bosses looked the other

way (and would later escape much of the blame). It was a classic private understanding among a

small group of competitorsâ€”you scratch my back today, Iâ€™ll scratch yours tomorrow.Arvedlund

takes us behind the scenes of elite firms like Barclays Capital, UBS, Rabobank, and Citigroup, and

shows how they hurt ordinary investorsâ€”from students taking out loans to homeowners paying

mortgages to cities like Philadelphia and Oakland. The cost to the victims: as much as $1 trillion.

She also examines the laxity of prominent regulators and central bankers, and exposes the role of

key figures such as: Â Tom Hayes: A senior trader for the Swiss financial giant UBS who worked

with traders across eight other banks to influence the yen LIBOR.Bob Diamond: The shrewd

multimillionaire American CEO of Barclays Capital, the British bank whose traders have been

implicated in the manipulation of the LIBOR.Mervyn King: The governor of the Bank of England,

who ignored U.S. Treasury secretary Tim Geithnerâ€™s repeated recommendations to establish



stricter regulations over the interest rate.Arvedlund pulls back the curtain on one of the great

financial scandals of our time, uncovering how millions of ordinary investors around the globe were

swindled by the corruption and greed of a few men.
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In todayâ€™s complex financial world, borrowing rates are all around us, implicit in everything from

our credit cards to our mortgages. Many of these ubiquitous financial products share a common

reference rate, the London Interbank Offered Rate (or â€œLIBORâ€•), which represents banksâ€™

near-term funding costs, and is a short term interest rate benchmark against which many floating

rate loans are priced. So it's important.But what is it exactly?As I learned, LIBOR is simply an

aggregate of the rates at which a handful of British banks estimate they could borrow from other

banks. Sounds straightforward, but at a granular level what does that mean? Thus the stage is set

for the big swindle.Examining how these rates are set and manipulated is the topic of â€œOpen

Secret: the Global Banking Conspiracy that Swindled Investors out of Billions,â€• by Erin Arvedlund,

a financial journalist with the Philadelphia Inquirer. At a deeper level, this is a story about how the

growth of global borrowing markets and financial instruments created a web of incentives that drove

criminal behavior at money center banks.What I like about the book?I enjoyed in this book the same

things I enjoy in a good Michael Lewis book: salty language, strong personalities, and outrageous

behavior. It's a great combination. Arvedlund creates a narrative flow that makes otherwise

impenetrable subject matter read like a spy novel. She not only has a grasp of the financial details,

but she also spins a good yarn as she lays out the history of LIBOR, and the events and people that



shaped it.In 1970, while soaking in a bathtub, an American named Evan G.
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